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Algorithmic accountability BINGO
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Smartphones and IOT
Data Issues Cubed
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Source: Peter C
ullen and Inform

ation Accountability Foundation February 2018
Data as business driver and risk
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Deficit in digital trust
• Someone is making money from ‘my data’, and I’m not
• I’m powerless and being gamed, so I click-through
• Cambridge Analytica, taking [insert] seriously, and FB billboarding the 

world
• ABS and ‘Census fail’
• surveillance and tracking
• MyHealth Record opt-in to opt-out
• protections re secondary uses of MyHealth Record data
• non-digital - institutional abuses: banks, super funds, vulnerable kids, 

vulnerable elderly…    
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Are we barking mad(ly)?
• AI is not some ‘thing’ that is fundamentally different.  
• AI is an application of advanced data analytics, sometimes presenting further tricky issues by 

taking humans out-of-the-loop, or by being a black box with no explainability. 
• Mostly, AI presents similar practical issues as to transparency and accountability by design issues 

as the issues that we should already be grappling with in relation to here and now digital 
applications and technologies, including:

smartphones, 
personal IoT - personal wellness devices and other health IoT applications, 
IoT applications where the affected individual doesn’t know they are observed or sensed;
the MyHealth Record system
many health data linkage and data sharing initiatives.

• Susceptibility to common viruses, AI aversion and AI deference.  
• Deference to ÁI and data science is really risky, but so is (any) human in the loop 
• Need to be really clear about risks:  specifically, uses and applications of data relating to humans 

in ways that affect those humans, or other humans, or our environment. 
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Filling the gap through governance
• Explainability: the Brian Cox Test
• Sustainability and fly-by-night havoc
• Statements and principles – ethics washing and rights washing
• Agency: click-throughs, responsibility and blame shifting 
• Causes: incentives and sanctions
• Enablers: caring and impact assessment capabilities (governance + 

methodologies + tools + processes)
• FEAT/FATE: fair, equitable and explainable, accountability and 

transparent
• Outputs and outcomes: who’s responsible for what, and why them?
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Source: Australian Computer Society data sharing White Paper (forthcoming, Oct 2019 
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Source: Australian Computer Society data sharing White Paper 
(forthcoming, Oct 2019 
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Source: Australian Computer Society data sharing White Paper (forthcoming, Oct 2019 
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• ‘data isn't oil‘ - harvesting v 
value creation

• the human factor

− transformation and 
insights

− algorithms, processes and 
methodologies

Wheat and chaff, good and bad

• owners, custodians and 
stewards: 
asset and liability

• observed data and 
'digital exhaust‘

• volunteered, 
transformed, 
curated and inferred 
data
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Is data your best asset
(that you never own)?

• rights and duties of custodians and 
stewards

• end-to-end data governance
• contracts, trade secrets, IP 

ownership, privacy and trust
• relative confidentiality
• differential privacy, labs and clean 

rooms
• supply and demand side data 

ecosystems
• (unilateral) contracts
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Data Analytics Project Review Framework
Cost

Time

Gate 1
Data Impact Assessment
Ethics Review (if Human Research)

Gate 2
Outputs (Agile)
Assessment
Revise DIA + ER

Gate 3
Outcomes 
Assessment,
check DIA + ER

Post-Imp Review
Feedback and improvement

Commercialisation Phase

Application Development Phase

Discovery Phase

Source: Data Synergies January 2019
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